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Baby bird wakes up.
Her mother is missing!
Baby tries to fly in search of her mother.
Oh no!
She cannot fly yet.
“Are you my mother?” Baby asks the crow.

“Kaa! Kaa! Not me!” the crow says.
"Are you my mother?" Baby asks the hen.

"Cukuruk-koo! Not me!" the hen says.
"Are you my mother?" Baby asks duck.

"Quack! Quack! Not me!" the duck says.
Maybe if I call for my mother loudly, she will hear me, Baby thinks.

“Cheep! Cheep! Cheep-cheep!”
Mother hears Baby and comes flying.
They fly happily together into the sky.

_Hooray!_
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Where is My Mother?
(English)

A small baby bird is separated from its mother. The baby bird searches and searches for its mother but can’t find her. What will happen?

This is a Level 2 book for children who recognize familiar words and can read new words with help.
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